




The moon formed about 30–50 million years ago after the Earth 

formed. It came about when a large object hit the Earth and 

blasted out rocks that all came together and orbited round the 

Earth.

The Moon is much smaller than the Earth, and its diameter is 

just 2,159 miles. The diameter of the earth is 7,917 miles. The 

Moon would fit into the Earth nearly 4 times.

The average distance from the Moon to the Earth is 238,857 

miles. If you had to drive from the moon to the Earth at 65 mph it 

would take you 3,674 hours to get there, or 153 days driving 

non-stop 24 hours a day.



 The temperature of the moon changes all the 
time and goes from -451 degrees Fahrenheit 
to 253 degrees Fahrenheit.

 The moon rotates and revolves around the 
Earth

 The changing relative positions of the moon, 
Earth and sun cause the phases of the moon, 
eclipses and tides

 It revolves around the Earth in 27 days.



• Moon reflects the light from the sun
• Phases are different shapes of the moon that 

you see from Earth
• Caused by the changes in the relative position 

of the moon, Earth and sun.
• The phase that 

you see depends 
on how much of 
the sunlit side of 
the moon faces 
Earth



A New Moon is 

the only phase 

that a solar 

eclipse can take 

place. However, 

the moon must 

be tilted relative 

to the Earth’s 

orbit…the earth, 

sun, and moon 

need to lineup 



A Full Moon is 

the only phase 

that a lunar 

eclipse can take 

place. However, 

the moon must 

be tilted relative 

to the Earth’s 

orbit…the earth, 

sun, and moon 

need to lineup 





Use the context clues in the following sentence to 

determine the meaning of waxing and waning.

1. At the car wash, I paid for my car to be waxed. As I watched the 

worker waxing my car, I noticed that they were applying a yellow 

creamy substance to my hood.

2. After I broke my arm, my doctor asked me about my pain level, I 

replied, “now that I have a cast on, the pain is waning.

3. After burning a candle for several hours, I noticed a waxy residue 

on my countertop. I hadn’t realized how candle waxing could be so 

messy.

4. After being a fan of the San Francisco 49ers for over a decade, my 

interest in the team began waning after Joe Montana left the team.







Occurs when:
 moon’s shadow hits Earth  or
 Earth’s shadow hits moon 
 When an object in space comes between the sun 

and a third object it casts shadow on that object 
= eclipse



 New moon – moon is between sun 
and Earth

 Most months the moon is a little 
above or below sun in the sky.

 Solar eclipse occurs when the moon 
passes directly between the Earth 
and sun, blocking light from the sun



 Umbra – darkest part of the moon’s shadow, 
cone shaped

 Where the point of cone hits Earth, no light from 
the sun can be seen = total solar eclipse

 Sky gets completely dark, can see stars and the 
solar corona (faint outer atmosphere of the sun) 



 Penumbra – larger part of moon’s shadow 
that is not as dark

 Part of sun is visible through the penumbra
 People in the penumbra see a partial eclipse
 Not safe to look at the sun during a partial 

eclipse because an extremely bright part of 
the sun remains visible







 During the full moon when the Earth is 
directly between the sun and moon

 Moon is in Earth’s shadow



 Earth’s shadow has an umbra and penumbra
 When moon is in Earth’s umbra – you see a 

total lunar eclipse
 Can see total lunar eclipse from anywhere on 

Earth



 Most lunar eclipses, Earth, the moon and the 
sun are not quite in line = partial lunar eclipse

 Moon passes partly into the Earth’s umbra








